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This paper is the result of work performed by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) under contract number MDA 903 89 C 0003, task order T-D6-302, "Weapon Systems Support Technology." This work was performed for the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition (USD(A)). It is part of a continuing study by IDA of the potential impact of new technology on support costs. The question investigated here is the role that technology transfer centers might play in speeding the adoption of new technology and techniques at Navy industrial facilities.

This paper concludes by recommending a particular approach towards the establishment of technology transfer centers in the Navy. As one of the reviewers of this paper has noted, however, there are other alternative approaches that the Navy might wish to consider. Limitations on the scope of this project and the resources available prevented a thorough assessment of all such alternatives. One such alternative, as presented by the above-mentioned reviewer, is noted in the appendix, "Alternative Technology Transfer Center Approaches."
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## Appendix

### A. ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER APPROACHES
The Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) was asked by the Navy to evaluate the use of technology transfer centers as a method of helping Navy maintenance and repair facilities make use of the latest technology to carry out their functions in the most cost-effective manner possible. This paper provides the results of that evaluation. Section A discusses the different types of technology transfer centers that are found in the United States today and describes the essential attributes associated with each type. Section B provides an assessment of the draft report submitted to the Navy by the University of Michigan on its three-year technology transfer demonstration project. Section C provides a recommended implementation plan for the establishment of technology transfer centers in the Navy.

A. TYPES AND ATTRIBUTES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTERS

1. Introduction

A problem affecting the Navy's industrial facilities, one faced by many other public and private industrial operations, is that they do not have the resources (either the money or the people) to stay fully abreast of all of the new technologies or industrial processes of potential value to their facilities. Even when they are aware of potential opportunities, a lack of resources often hinders them from exploring or determining how those technologies or processes might be applied to their particular circumstances. The rapid pace of technological progress has made the identification and acquisition of advanced technology a major concern to enterprises throughout the US economy.

Within the Navy, and within the Department of Defense (DoD) generally, numerous mechanisms are already available for transferring technology and know-how from one individual or organization to another. The Navy shipyards, for example, sponsor annual meetings of their shop heads; the Joint Technology Exchange Group (JTEG) sponsors a
number of meetings at which ideas can be exchanged among the military services; the Manufacturing Technology Program funds the development of solutions to a wide range of technological and manufacturing problems; the Productivity Improvement Fund (PIF) provides monies for certain types of capital investments that promise high rates of return; and many newsletters and other publications that attempt to spread the word about successful technology applications or process improvements to the military services, the government, and the private sector, and many other examples exist.

In spite of these efforts, however, there is near universal agreement that more must be done to improve the process of technology transfer at government-operated industrial facilities. Before discussing the specific mechanisms by which technology transfer might be enhanced in the Navy, it is useful to first consider the different types of technology transfer organizations that already exist, the different types of technology transfer that can take place, and which of these types of technology transfer are of greatest relevance to the Navy's industrial facilities.

2. Existing Technology Transfer Organizations

There are two broad classes of organizations that engage in technology transfer--those that engage in R&D, and those that do not. This distinction is important because organizations that perform R&D typically have a very different approach to technology transfer than those that do not.

a. Technology Transfer with R&D

Within organizations that conduct R&D, there are two broad classes of R&D activities. First, there are the research consortia, or other cooperative research efforts, which involve collections of industry, university, and government researchers who work with and learn from one another. The research in this case typically involves basic rather than applied research, and immediate (short-term) technology transfer may be a small part of such an organization's efforts.

Among the organizations that concentrate on basic research and technology are the Science and Technology (S&T) Research Centers, which have been established through the National Science Foundation (NSF) at numerous universities around the country. The S&T Research Centers are large, multi-disciplinary centers geared primarily towards basic,
rather than applied, research. NSF encourages each center to develop links to potential users and others outside the center, and the majority of the centers have ties with industry.

Another example is the Engineering Research Centers, which are also being established by NSF at universities throughout the country. Each one will focus on a specific technical area, and will have a strong educational mission (training young engineers). The centers will conduct cooperative research with various industry partners, which is the mechanism by which most technology transfer takes place.

In addition to these two examples, a large number of universities have cooperative R&D arrangements with industry organizations, including, but not limited to, firms in the pharmaceuticals and microelectronics industries.

The second type of technology transfer effort in which R&D takes place involves applied technology. These efforts typically involve research that has as its goal the transfer of knowledge to engineers or managers at industrial facilities responsible for product design or investments in plant and equipment, rather than fellow researchers at industrial organizations. Prominent examples of efforts designed to promote the R&D and transfer of applied technology include SEMATECH, a cooperative research effort undertaken by the semiconductor industry with support from DoD; the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences, a cooperative research effort undertaken by the machine tool industry, also with support from DoD; and the RAMP (Rapid Acquisition of Manufactured Parts) Program, sponsored by the Navy with support from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which is designed to demonstrate the advantages of advanced manufacturing methods in meeting Navy needs for small lot machined parts.

b. Technology Transfer Without R&D

Most technology transfer takes place without the conduct of R&D by either the providers or the recipients of the technology. A simple example of this type of technology transfer is a newsletter that informs subscribers of technological developments thought to be of potential interest to them. Numerous such newsletters are published by the Navy, the other military services, NASA, the Federal Lab Consortium, and many other government and private sector organizations.

Technology transfer without R&D also takes place through a large number of organizations established to provide advice and information on technology to business and government clients. In addition to the large number of for-profit organizations that fall into
this category—consultants, engineering firms, vendors, manufacturers, etc.—many non-profit organizations attempt to facilitate technology transfer. State governments, in an effort to promote economic development, have been particularly active in establishing and supporting organizations, often associated with state universities, that provide technology transfer services. Other organizations have also assisted in the establishment of technology transfer centers around the country, again, usually associated with major universities.

As an example, the Technology Extension Service of the University of Maryland works with small- to medium-sized companies in Maryland "to facilitate the dissemination of technical information, help recognize and solve critical problems, provide general guidance and priority identification in approaching longer-term company concerns, and serve as the key interface for industry with [the rest of the University]."^1

Another example is the NASA Industrial Applications Centers (NIACs), located at major universities around the country, which provide similar services on a regional (multi-state) basis. Although NASA is interested in having firms adopt technology developed by NASA, the NIACs' focus is on client needs, so that the information and experts recommended by the NIACs more often than not have no connection to NASA.

These organizations all assist clients in obtaining the information or expertise needed to identify and solve an immediate problem. They typically identify experts who can potentially be of most help to the client, then act as a middleman or broker between the client and the experts. These organizations are responsible for providing information, finding experts, and ensuring that possible solutions are presented to their clients in a usable fashion.

c. Significance to Navy Industrial Facilities

Naval aviation depots and shipyards are large enterprises (hundreds of millions of dollars each in annual activity) engaged in the maintenance and repair of high technology weapon systems. The managers of these facilities are aware that rapid changes in technology outside their facilities provide opportunities for improving the efficiency of their operations. However, before they can take advantage of these opportunities they must somehow learn about specific new technologies and how they can be designed to meet their needs. Unfortunately, these managers are often limited in their efforts to learn about new

---

^1 From material provided by the University of Maryland Technology Extension Service.
technologies due to a lack of in-house resources. A technology transfer center that helps industrial facility managers to identify specific new technologies and determine how they might be used would be of significant value.

In this environment it is easy to see why technology transfer requiring substantial R&D would not receive a high priority from industrial facility managers. There are many opportunities to take advantage of existing technologies to solve immediate problems; thus industrial activities rarely use scarce resources to fund higher risk R&D projects that won't pay off for many years. Their demands could largely be met, therefore, by technology transfer centers that do not engage in R&D.

3. Types of Technology Transfer

The technology transfer institutions described in the preceding paragraphs perform a variety of technology transfers. The following three basic types of technology transfer can take place in a technology transfer center.

- Transfer without modification
- Transfer with modification
- Transfer after additional R&D.

The primary factor distinguishing these types of technology transfer is the time element. Transfer without modification is something that can occur immediately, or in the very short term, by simply acquiring an existing machine or process. Transfer with modification requires some additional amount of time for the modifications to be completed, so it may be viewed as occurring over the medium term. Finally, transfer with additional R&D can be seen as a long-term endeavor, since by definition basic information required for the solution of the problem is not yet available for application.

a. Transfer Without Modification

In many cases the transfer of a device or process from one organization to another can take place without any major technical modifications. Technology transfer in this case is relatively easy, once the organization to receive the technology is aware of its existence, since the technology need not be (significantly) altered to fit the circumstances of the receiving organization. The simplest example of such technology transfer is when one organization informs another of a specific machine or process that could be purchased and
installed immediately to solve a particular problem or improve the organization's productivity. Once again, this may be seen as a short-term process.

b. Transfer With Modification

A more difficult form of technology transfer occurs when a device or process must be significantly modified before the receiving organization can use it. An organization may become aware of a technology that is currently being used to solve one problem and could be modified to solve a similar or related problem. Or a particular technology may be well understood but may never have been used in the application being contemplated by the organization receiving the technology transfer. This is the most difficult category of technology transfer for industrial organizations. Technology transfer organizations catering to industrial clients spend a great deal of effort trying to match their client needs with existing technology that might be successfully adapted to solve the problem at hand, and outside experts are often used to formulate such possibilities. This type of technology transfer is a short- to medium-term process.

c. Transfer After Additional R&D

There are some instances in which no technology is currently available that can be used directly or in modified form to meet the needs of the technology transfer recipient. In such cases, additional R&D must be performed before the technology will be ready for a particular industrial application. The required R&D could be any combination of basic and applied research; however, if basic research is necessary, the technology is probably further from industrial application than if only applied research is required. In either case this type of technology transfer is a long-term process.

Aside from organizations actively involved in research and development programs, such as the NSF's engineering research centers and associated private firms, technology transfer organizations rarely engage in technology transfer after additional R&D. Because technology transfer without modification is relatively easy to arrange, technology transfer centers devote a good deal of their resources to helping their clients realize technology transfer with modification. Some technology transfer centers, such as some of the NASA industrial applications centers, do coordinate R&D efforts on behalf of their clients. These efforts differ, however, from conducting in-house R&D.
4. Activities of a Technology Transfer Organization

There are three basic types of activities that a technology transfer center might engage in:

- Providing information
- Organizing an effort to identify a problem
- Organizing an effort to solve a problem.

All technology transfer organizations provide information, some are engaged in problem identification activities, and very few are involved in problem-solving efforts. It should be noted that the information that is provided or the problems that are identified and solved are often not solely technical in nature. They also involve information and advice on management and manufacturing process problems.

All technology transfer centers have mechanisms with which to provide their clients technical and other information. In many cases this information comes from a search of data bases a center maintains or has access to. The large number of computerized data bases available around the world can provide a wealth of information to those who know how to gain access to them and use them efficiently. In addition to technical and other information available through data bases, many technology transfer centers refer their clients to university researchers. Some centers refer clients primarily to the faculty at one university, others may draw on university personnel from an entire state or region. Clients may also be referred to non-university experts. Depending upon how capable the center is in finding experts in a given field and, depending upon what its mission is, references may be made only to local experts or to experts found all over the country.

A technology transfer center may also organize an effort to identify the source of a specific problem for a client. This involves the use of the center's own staff and outside experts, whose efforts are coordinated by the center. To organize problem identification efforts for clients, the center must have a technically competent staff capable of organizing and conducting an investigation into an applied technology problem. The capabilities and resources necessary for problem identification efforts exceed the requirements for providing technical information and references.

Because of the wide range of technical problems that a technology transfer center faces, maintaining a staff whose expertise covers every technology is not possible. Instead, the technology transfer center seeks to maintain a core staff with extensive
technical expertise; this core staff then relies on outside experts to provide much of the detailed, specialized analysis of individual problems. The outside experts usually provide the client with a written assessment of the technical solution or characterization of the problem. In some cases, this analysis may include a feasibility study describing the client's options and future courses of action.

In addition to performing the functions described in the preceding paragraphs, some technology transfer centers are also capable of overseeing the implementation of the solution. For example, if the solution to the problem involves technology transfer in which an existing technology must be modified before it can be used by the client, the technology transfer center might oversee (manage) the modification effort and follow through until the technology has been successfully installed by the client. In cases requiring additional R&D before technology transfer can be effected, the center might also manage the R&D aspects of the project.

5. Summary

The matrix provided in Figure 1 summarizes the types and attributes of technology transfer centers. The potential activities of a technology transfer center are listed across the top of the matrix, and the three basic types of technology transfer are listed along the side. The operations of most technology transfer centers can be categorized by the four cells in the upper left-hand corner of the matrix (cells A1, A2, B1, and B2); they are primarily engaged in providing information and identifying problems for technologies that can be transferred without or with modification (in the short to medium term). The Engineering Research Centers and the S&T Centers supported by the NSF are engaged in activities characterized by the bottom row of the matrix (cells A3, B3, and C3); they engage in a number of activities geared primarily towards long-term R&D. The activities of several of the NASA Industrial Applications Centers cover the categories contained in all nine cells of the matrix, although they organize and manage R&D without actually conducting it themselves.

The University of Michigan demonstration project, to be discussed in the next section, fits primarily into the two cells at the bottom of the right-hand column of the matrix (cells C2 and C3). The project was initially a long-term R&D project (cell C3), designed to provide a solution to a particular problem at the Naval Aviation Depot (NADEP) in Norfolk, Virginia. Eventually, the project involved the modification of existing technology
1. Without Modification

2. With Modification

3. With R&D
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Figure 1.

to solve the problem (cell C2). It also involved, during the last few months of the study, an effort to provide information on, identify, and perhaps provide solutions to, a longer list of problems suggested by Norfolk. Such an effort covers all of the cells in the matrix.

B. THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PROJECT AND REPORT

1. Introduction

The efforts of the University of Michigan’s technology transfer project during the past three years have concentrated on a technical research project. The project began as a long-term R&D project to provide a solution to a problem at the NADEP. The project involved attempts to apply ultra-violet (UV) technology to the detection and welding of microscopic cracks in jet engine components. After nearly two years of effort it was determined that the UV technology would not yield promising results in the foreseeable future, so the project was re-oriented towards the enhancement of existing (though still advanced) technology in detection and weld techniques. With reference to the matrix in Figure 1, the Michigan research project’s initial efforts can be categorized by cell C3, providing a solution through the conduct of R&D. The project then expanded to providing a solution through the modification of existing technology (cell C2).

An additional activity undertaken by the University of Michigan in recent months has been the assessment of a list of problems provided to them by officials at NADEP. For each problem, the University of Michigan may provide information, identify the problem,

---

2 This section is based upon a draft report submitted to the Navy in November 1988 by Professor Bain Carew, et al, entitled “Technology Transfer Center Feasibility Project.” For further information on this effort, contact Mr. Jim Rogers, Naval Logistics R&D, Naval Supply Systems Command.
or provide solutions to the problem. It is envisioned that this could occur by transferring advanced technology without modification, with modification, or with additional R&D, although the primary focus of Michigan's efforts seems to be on providing R&D solutions to problems. Referring to the matrix in Figure 1, this portion of the Michigan effort clearly covers all the cells in the matrix. Because this part of the demonstration project has just begun, no results have been obtained from this activity. Thus the draft report submitted by Michigan deals primarily with the original R&D project.

The research Michigan performed is a technology transfer effort in the broad sense that any contract for R&D, if successfully completed, involves the (eventual) transfer of technology. Because they concentrated on a single, long-term research project and because they did not review the structure and experiences of existing technology transfer organizations in the United States, the Michigan report provides a rather narrow assessment of the potential benefits to the Navy of technology transfer centers. Its recommendations are limited in terms of the types of technology transfer that might be undertaken by a technology transfer center and the activities of such a center.

2. Types of Technology Transfer

Of the three types of technology transfer outlined earlier in this paper--transfer without modification, transfer with modification, and transfer after additional R&D--the Michigan report concentrates on transfer after additional R&D (the third row of the matrix). However, most Navy industrial facilities have relatively little demand for this type of technology transfer. The transfer of advanced technology requiring little or no modification seems to be of far greater priority to these facilities than longer term, higher risk R&D projects. The Navy needs full-scale technology transfer centers that can perform technology transfer with and without modification to fully meet its requirements. If instead of being "general purpose" in nature a technology transfer center concentrates on providing R&D services, then it is, in essence, a highly specialized technology transfer center of a type not required by Navy industrial facilities.³

³ The RAMP program is an example of a highly specialized R&D effort. However, it is best described as a technology transfer project, not a technology transfer center, because it is dedicated solely to this effort and does not undertake other R&D projects for the Navy's industrial activities.
3. The Activities of a Technology Transfer Center

Of the three major activities undertaken by technology transfer centers—providing information, identifying problems, and providing solutions to problems—the Michigan experience focuses on providing solutions (the third column in the matrix). This is, again, only one of several functions that a technology transfer center might undertake, although it corresponds with the experiences of the University of Michigan during its three-year demonstration project. The report’s recommendations for establishing technology transfer centers, however, draws conclusions and makes more detailed recommendations regarding the other two types of activities that such centers might engage in—providing information and identifying problems—as well as recommendations on how a center could provide solutions to clients’ problems.

A more thorough review of the structure and experiences of numerous existing technology transfer centers would have been particularly helpful. For example, the University of Michigan researchers appear to have underestimated the difficulty of conducting automated data base searches. To build strong capabilities in providing technical information and information on experts in various technical fields, a technology transfer center must have many years of experience. (This is evident in the experiences of the Federal Lab Consortium and of the NASA Industrial Applications Centers.) In this context, the discussion in the Michigan report on ways to find experts is not satisfactory and should have drawn more on the years of experience of numerous other organizations.

In addition to providing information for clients, many technology transfer centers assist in the identification of client problems. A center does not usually have the full technical expertise for offering such assistance, so the center’s staff must often be augmented by outside experts. This suggests that a technology transfer center must have a staff with a mix of technical skills to meet a wide range of client needs, the ability to assess a problem and determine what kinds of experts are required, the ability to find those experts, the ability to organize the experts’ efforts, and the ability to provide clients with useful information and analyses.

Again, there are many technology transfer centers in the country whose experiences provide valuable insights into how to organize and manage a technology transfer center with these needs in mind. Michigan’s recommendations should have taken into account the experiences of other technology transfer centers in problem identification, rather than focus
solely on the lessons learned from providing a solution to one technical problem presented by NADEP Norfolk.

Many technology transfer centers assist clients in finding solutions to their problems. The Michigan report recommends that technology transfer centers be established with physical facilities that would allow them to perform research, development, and prototyping. The need to establish new facilities to take on this R&D function was not adequately demonstrated in the report, however. If R&D is to be performed on behalf of the Navy industrial facilities, why is a center which conducts R&D preferable to a center which contracts out for and then manages the R&D that is needed? Perhaps by managing the research, instead of actually conducting it, the center would be in a better position to ensure that the best experts available are conducting the actual research. Is there any guarantee that a center performing its own research would always be able to attract the best people in any technical area to perform the necessary research? These are important questions to consider, since they have a direct bearing on the report's conclusions regarding the establishment, organization, and activities of technology transfer centers for the Navy. Once again, the experiences of existing technology transfer centers shed light on these questions and should have been given more consideration in the Michigan report.

4. Summary

In evaluating the recommendation of the Michigan report, the following factors should be considered:

(1) *The Michigan approach provides for a specialized, rather than a general purpose, technology transfer center.* If the Navy wishes to establish a more general purpose set of technology transfer centers that can continuously identify and aid in the solution of a wide range of technology transfer problems, and that meet the larger number of more immediate technological needs of its industrial activities, then the recommendations in the Michigan report are of limited use.

(2) *Much more is known about technology transfer centers than is suggested by the Michigan report.* In evaluating what a technology transfer center should do, how it should be organized, what type of staff and operations it should have, what client needs are, and how those needs can best be served, much could have been learned from the year's experience of dozens of existing technology transfer centers. This is particularly evident in the Michigan report's discussion and recommendations concerning the use of data bases,
the identification of experts, the establishment of physical research facilities, and the proposed management structure (i.e., a board of directors and a CEO) for the centers.

(3) *The functions and capabilities of a technology transfer center take years to establish.* The Michigan report should have given consideration to the possibility of using established technology centers, rather than forming new technology transfer centers. There are great risks associated with starting completely new technology transfer centers. There is a possibility that the quality of the service will be inconsistent the first few years, and there is also the risk of outright failure. Such risks may be unnecessary because organizations that have proven capabilities and might be able to immediately meet the Navy's needs already exist.

(4) *The start-up costs of a new technology transfer center are very high.* In addition to the time needed to form a technology transfer center, establishing a new center, particularly one capable of performing its own research, is a very expensive proposition. Such a center could not be established for less than several million dollars. Once again, the risks involved in embarking on such an expensive program are far greater than is necessary given the existence of other, already successful, technology transfer centers.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of IDA's assessment of the functions of technology transfer centers and the Navy's requirements, it is recommended that the Navy provide its industrial activities with access to technology transfer centers and encourage their use. To get started, a process must be established by which technical proposals from the field activities are given a proper evaluation before being discarded or sent to a technology transfer center for further investigation. It is recommended that the following five steps be taken to develop an effective technology transfer center process in the Navy.

1. Industrial logistics R&D proposals must be solicited from each field activity within each Systems Command.

2. These proposals must be ranked according to priority within each Systems Command.

3. A Navy-wide set of industrial logistics R&D priorities must be established.
An analysis of each approved, Navy-wide priority must be performed by a technology transfer center.

Individual research projects must be funded.

This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

1. Field Activity Requirements

The first step in developing industrial logistics R&D projects is listing the candidate projects to choose from. This can be done by having each of the Systems Commands request a list of specific projects that their field activities would like to see analyzed by the technology transfer center. Each Systems Command will have its own procedures for soliciting proposals; however, the criteria for these proposals will be established by the Industrial Logistics R&D Board (which is described in Section 3).

2. Systems Command Priorities

The second step is for each of the Systems Commands to analyze and prioritize the list of projects proposed by their field activities. Some proposals might be combined.
others might be left unchanged, and still others might be sent back to the field activities for refinement. Through this step, each Systems Command will develop a list of industrial logistics R&D projects, ranked according to priority, that it believes are the best candidates for analysis and possible funding.

3. Navy Priorities

From the lists of Systems Command priorities, agreement must be reached on a set of Navy-wide priorities. Up to this point the individual Systems Commands will have had little difficulty in using or adapting existing internal procedures to develop their lists of candidate projects. However, to reach Navy-wide agreement on industrial logistics R&D priorities, a new process for cooperation and communication between the Systems Commands and other relevant Navy activities must be implemented.

It is recommended that an Industrial Logistics R&D Board be formed. The Board should include senior representatives from all of the relevant Systems Commands. The Industrial Logistics R&D Board will provide guidelines for the Systems Commands to follow in the solicitation of proposals from the field activities. The Board will meet twice a year to review the R&D projects recommended by the Systems Commands and decide which ones should be forwarded to a technology transfer center for detailed analysis. The Board must review the progress of current projects and consider new projects that may arise during the course of the year.

4. Technology Transfer Center Analysis

Although the technology transfer centers will perform analyses of the R&D projects forwarded to them by the Industrial Logistics R&D Board, their primary points of contact will be the field activities whose projects are approved by the Board. The analysis performed by the technology transfer centers will determine whether and how a particular problem can be solved. The three basic assessments it can make are that the solution to the problem exists and the transfer of a device or process can take place without any major technical modifications; the solution to the problem exists, but the devices or processes in question must be significantly modified before the receiving organization can use it; or there is no technology currently available that can be used directly or in modified form to meet the needs of the technology transfer recipient, and additional R&D must be performed. Navy Logistics R&D funding should be provided for these technology transfer analyses.
5. Funded Research

If the initial analysis performed by a technology transfer center indicates that significant modifications to existing technology or more R&D are needed, the Navy may wish to provide funds for additional work. This work may be contracted for and performed through the usual channels used in such cases or it can be coordinated on the Navy's behalf by the technology transfer center.

6. Initiating the Plan

The process described in the preceding paragraphs can be initiated during fiscal year 1989 if the following steps are taken:

- Funds are made available through the industrial applications centers at the University of Florida and the University of Pittsburgh to act as technology transfer centers.
- Each of the Systems Commands develops, by May 1, 1989, a prioritized list of potential technology transfer projects.
- The Industrial Logistics R&D Board should meet in early May to review the technology transfer projects compiled by each of the Systems Commands.
- Projects approved by the Board should be forwarded immediately to the Technology Transfer Centers for analysis.
Appendix A

ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CENTER APPROACHES
ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
CENTER APPROACHES

As noted in the preface, one of the reviewers of this paper suggested that alternatives for establishing Technology Transfer Centers, other than that recommended in the paper, are available. One such alternative was outlined by this reviewer:

Establish, within one of the strong Navy laboratories, such as the Naval Research Laboratory, a small group of seasoned engineers and scientists, designated as a Technology Transfer Center. Charge the group with the task of consulting with the managers of one or more Navy industrial organizations to identify problems and determining whether available technology, with or without modification, with or without research and development, might solve them. Charge the TTC group, in consultation with the industrial managers, with establishing expected costs, schedules, and priorities, and applying for required funding. Have the TTC group arrange for any necessary R&D, either within its own laboratory or under outside contract. If no R&D is involved, the industrial manager, perhaps with the assistance of the TTC in preparing specifications, may contract directly for services or equipment needed to solve the problem.
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